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IKE IS WILLING TO MEET KHRUSHCHEV
Ninth Annual
Fester Service
Set At Dam

Easter Seals Aided
22 Children In
Calloway County

Four To Attend
WOW Meet From
Hazel Camp

NIHAU

—

"Every Sincere Effort" To
Avoid War Will Be Made

HAWAII

AUA1

Easter Seal funds helped provide medical care, clinics, examinations or treatment for 22
children in Calloway County left
year, according to Col. Wayne
M.' Pickets local Easter Seal
chairman.
These services were provided
through the cooperative program
of the Kentucky Crippled Children Commission and the Kentucky Society for Crippled Children-Otte— Easter- -Seat -BecitetToEaster Seal funds help pay a
portion of the expenses of clinics heldby the Crippled Children
Commission, the chairman pointed
out.
During 1958 5 crippled children from Calloway County were
patients at West Kentucky Center for Handicapped Children,
an Easter Seal facility in Paducah.
The Kentucky Society also furnishes transpertation to and from
clinics and heopitals. purchases
wheel ehailo. braces and other
equipment and medicines.
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Thomas C. Scruggs, Hazel, Ky.,
By MERRIMAN SMITH
HONOLULU
ly favore dnegotiations between
James L. Harmon, Murray, Ky.
•00/AMAWA90W0#al0
UPI White House Reporter
heads of governments involved in
WA
AARIACKS
COUNTY
and William G Paschall, Hazel,
OLOKAI
WASHINGTON Inn — Presi- the Berlin crisis.
eAsewe0 COUNTY
Ky., will be delegates to the
The ninth annual sunrise ws
The President, addressing his
dent Eisenhower is willing to
Honolulu—
Ocean
Kentucky Head Camp 4 state) con- .•
ship service will be. held at Kenmeet Soviet Premier Nikita S. nationwide audience, said calmly
COULsiTY
vention of Woodmen of the World
tucky Dam State Pa,, GilbertsMAUI 7
Khrushchev at a summer summit but gravely that this country had
Life Insurance Society, March 22vine. at 5:50 a. m. Eas.er Sunday.
7eirrItirs:MAUI
LANAI
meeting to reduce the threat of no intention of backing up "one
•
24, in the Sheraton-Seelbach HoThe Rev. Harry F. McCall,
-c'
op
war over Berlin.
inch" on its rights and responsitel, Louisville, it was announced
pastor of Calvert City Presbybilities in the former German
today by Thomas C. Scruggs, secteen Church, v. ill be the speakThe
Chief
Executive
say'ls the capital, a Western island 110 miles
KAHOOLAWE
retary of Hazel Woodmen camp
er. His sulalect is "Cu T
-sesiets --isav.e---topaecte-tJaiiisesisates, Inside Communist '
—Germany.
1311. Also attending Wilt-be C. 'C
Unfinished Story."
to face the possibility of war, but
_-"We have no intention of forThomas state committeeman.
Other participating mi
he will make "every sincere ef- getting our rights
or of deserting
More than 140 delegates and
will be the Rev. Harold Skaggs,
fort" to achieve peaceful settle- a free people."
he said. 'Soviet
18,000
representing
officers
some
pastor
ment of the Berlin crisis through rulers should
of
Btthlehern
Baptist
remember that free
Kentucky members will attend.
Church, who will give the innegotiation.
men have, before this, died for
Howard
include
will
Speakers
vocation; the Rev. Orville Easley,
Eisenhower went before the so-called 'scraps of
paper' which
M. Lundgren, national president:
HAWAII
pastor of Briensburg Methodist
Ametican people Monday night represented duty and
honor and
Max B. Hurt, executive vice presChurch, who will give the ofwith' atiteave-Vnteed TV-radio re- freedom."
ident, and John N. Cochran, vice
fertory prayer, and the Rev. J.
port on the Berlin situation, couHe said the Soviet rulers were
president for field and memberpled with a stout defense of his
StipleS: Guinn, pastor of Calvert
well aware that global conflict
ship, all of Omaha. Nebr.
C/1/ Methodist Church, who will
military policies and a warning with
the weapons of today could
A feature of the convention will
give the benediction.
that Congressional cuts in his fordestroy civilization, but that the
be presentation of a cash contriJoe B. Carter. Reidland, will
eign aid program would seriously Allies
would minimize the risk
bution by the Head Camp to the
direct a large choir for the serweaken America's allies.
of war with Russia by standing
chapter, Kentucky
Kentuckiana
vice with Miss Mary Glen BrasQualifies Summit Agreement
MTH STATE AFTER 40 YEARS — Partially unprepared for the unexpectedly speedy action
firm against Soviet terrorism.
Hemophilic Foundation. It is the
well as the accompan.st.
The Chief Executive's agreeof the U S. Congress, the citizens of Hawaii set off a gala celebration to mark the victorious
first contribution to the chapter,
,Lusic to be present.ti include
Sams'
Up Position
ment to a summit conference was
end et their 40 year battle to become one of the United States. The first unsuccessful
'which just has been organized.
"The Lord is Risen Today." "He
After expressing a willingness
tinialified. He refused to accept
Hawaiian statehood bill was introduced in Co ngress in 1919. Hawaii's 613,000 residents will be
will
be
presentation
The
by
made
Lives," and "Christ Arose."
Russia's original deadline of May to offer and accept new ideas for
represented in Congress by two senators and one represerrtative. Hawaii has a land area
Mr Hurt Tuesday morning.
The Easter Sunrise Organizaslightly larger than Connecticut and Rhode Island combined.
27 for the conversion of West a Berlin solution. the President
conventhis
Another
"first"
for
tion sponsors the annual serv:ces
Berlin into a free city. He said. summ ed up this country's position are women delegates repreatathe state park. The group is
however, that the Soviet note of tion:
Woodcraft,
orgcd!Ilposed of persons who spond
Mr. and adze Otis Harrison, senting Women of
March 2 pointed toward "negotia"We will not retreat one inch
several weeks a year arrangsig 1206 West Main Street will cele- anized by the Society since the
tion on an improved basis."
from our duty_ We Atoll continue
last biennial convention_ The prothe services. Thorns E. Vancas:er brate their Kith wedding
March
"It is my h,,pe that thereby all to exercise our right of peaceful
gram includes a luncheon and
is president of the group.
20th.
o/ us can reach, agreement with passage to and from West Berlin
womfor
the
events
special
The Easter service will be held
other
Exercise
yotir
constitutional
Mr. and Mrs Harrison were
United Press International
the Soviets on an early meeting We will not be the first to breach
outside if the weather permits. married on March 20th.
en delegates. The luncheon, Mon1889,
Fresh snows and freezing rains right by going out and voting for at the level of foreign ministers," the peace: it is the Soviets who
will honor Miss Lucy ForakIf not, the state park auditorium here in Murray at the
day,
the
candidate
of
your
choice in he
home of.
mid, speaking from his office threaten the use of force to .nterThe First Annual Masquerade piled new woes on the Great 'the
cr. Omaha. one ef the Society's
will be the scene of the annual the bride's grand-parents
May 26th primary. Sam Crass,
She
fere with such free passage.
desk in the White House.
Ball is to be held Friday the 3rd Lilies region today in the wake of Americanism
organizers.
fraternal
service.
Chairman of the
was Miss Doyle Beaman bet :re
"Assuming developments that
"We are featly to participatel
al April. at the Fine Arts Sounge, a 2, paralyzing mulwestern snow- Murray
Hoblitzell
Bruce
gr
Several area abundant
and
Junior Chamber of Oomakfilietage vows were
us.
jsa
co-cry siefere effort. at
.stlhOsser _Atreus* pt ths Sags 4
their customary sunrise servicing by Reverend Tarlton
ge Charles A. Walter. past )11erfrily State College from 7730
meece,
urged
all
qualified
voters
Enoch. Mr.
Although spring is only four
summit,- he continued. "the Unit- negotiation that will respect the
consul commander. Camp 14. Lou- to 12:00 Admission is 'T'Sc per
tehlgathet with members of other and Mrs. J. B. Robertson,
today
Murray
days away, winter showed no
cd States would be ready to par- existing rights of all and their
einkrkgatIons and park vacation- Route I. were tho only attendants. isville, on behalf of local Wood- person. The theme of the Bali
In order to vote in the may
opportunity to live in peace."
delegates is the Mardi Gras with the de- signs of relenting as one to four prirnary, voters must be register/ ticipate in that further effort."
ers in the annual meeting.
The Harrison's have two child - men, will weleOme the
inches of snow swept across
Eisenhower set for himself the
Shift In Position
A rotation plan is used for ren. Yewell Harrison.
the opening session Monday corations carried through as a
at
ed
by
March
28th.
All
persons
Lexington.
southern Wisconsin . and northern
This was a shift in the Presi- dual task of assuring the Russians
morning Responses will be by French sidewalk cafe. featuring
selecting ministers of the various Tenn., and Mrs. Howard
qualified
to
vote
should
make
Guthrie,
Illinois into Indiana and lower
that America won't be pushed
Protestant faiths to lead the ser- Detroit M.ch. They have
the Hon Pat McCuiston. Trenton, the negroid band of "Leonard
sure they are registered correctly dent's position of recent weeks
five
Michigan.
that while he would travel and around: assuring his fellow counthe Hon Thomas Hines, Bowl- Morrison and hie Four Wonders."
vices. The service cust.- marily at- grandchildren and
and
County
Court
at
the
Clerk's
ofseveral greatThe Masquerade Ball is beNearly four inches of snow fell fice in the court house. Crass meet anywhere to idvance the trymen that the United Statel and
tracts several hundred persons grandchildren.
ing Green
cause of just. durable peace, he her sties can retaliate *dela,
In a memorial service for de- ing sponsored by the Kappa Pi in western Michigan during the concluded
Fraternity and the Portfolio night and a total of six inches
saw no desirable results from with "almost unimaginable deceased Woodmen Monday after- Art
such a meeting unless Khrushchev structive power" against a hostile
noon. a University of Louisville Art Club of Murray State Col- was expected before the state's
Soviet move.
ONE ARREST
charged his attitude.
quartette will furnish the music. lege, who will award prizes for second snowstorm in 48 hours
British Prime Minister Harold
The cenvention banquet that ev- the most original costumes at ends. The new snow sent the
Must Defend Rights
total snow measurment at Grand
macrnillan arrives here Thursday
ening will be highlighted by Pres- the Ball.
"All history.- he said. '1112
This First Annual Masquerade Rapids. Mich.. past the 100-inch
with
the
week-end
Prestalks
for
ident Lundgren's address Followbeen
made
by
has
arrest
One
taught us the grim' lesson that
a community event and mark
city police over the past day. ident on Macmillan's recent trip
ing the banquet. the Protection Ball is
no nation has even been successful
with
talking
Since
te
Moscow
Degree will be exemplified by the public is cordially invited to
resident
was
evening
a
The death toll mounted as resi- Yesterday
in avoiding the errors of war by
the State Champion Madisonville attend. Reserved ticitets will be dents struggled to dig out of a arrested for breach of the peace. Khrushchev. Macmillan has strong- efusing
Tonight sit 8:00 o'clock Murray of Ireland" with
to defend its rights—by
shamrocks. Irish
on
sale
starting
18th
Wednesday,
officers.
degree team and
weekend near blizzard which left
will get a look into the world harps and ottwr
tempting to placate aggression"
traditional sym (AI
basement
of
the
March,
in
inhighlights
convention
Other
20-inch snows and drifts 25 feet
cri fashion at the annual fashion bols of the Emerald
He labeled flatly as untrue
Isles.
and installation of the College Library during the high.
show sponsored by the Music
Today's issue of the Ledger clude election
claims that American defenses are
hours
of
10
through
12
and
2:30
w:th
new Head Carlin officers,
The overall death count, inDepartrnerst of the Murray Wo- and Times has been largely
inadequate, that American miligiven
Lundgren the installing through 3:30.
cluding tornadoes in Arkansas and
man's Club.
over to news of ladies' fashions President
tary posture has been subordinated
by Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield
officer. Tuesday morning; election
a windswept prairie fire in Texas,
"Colleens on Parade" has been and the changes decreed
to a balanced budget and that
by the
stood at 19. There were seven
of delegates to the national consected as the theme of this major fashion houses
of Paris
UTILITIES
flir.rspar nines in the Critten- the armed forces need more manPRIVATE
vention in Minneapolis. July 20dead In Iowa.
in
eachWisconsin,
year's show in honor of St. Pat- and New York:
that
den - Lyon-CaIdweI I-Liv:ngston power He did not mention
BATTLE TVA
23: the report of President Lundthree in Arkansas
acantsoau
s r and or7
rick's Day. The Recital Hall in
these claims were being made by
Special attention is directed gren on the Society's activities
A parade of anti-TVA witness- county area. The mines are now
in Texas. Illinois, Michigan. Misthe Fine Arts building will be
Democrats in Congress, but he
es, mostly private power com- closed because of excessive imsouri and: Ohio.
decorated tonight as a "little bit toward the many advertisements and progress in the past biennium:
said such assertions were "simply
of local merchants who are show- and reports by delegates on the
Elsewhere, a storm system In pany spokesman, urged the House ports from foreign sources. Fluornot true" and "without foundaing the many faces of fashion in many fraternal and civic services
the South', brought heavy rain to Public Works Committee to stop spar is necessary in the produc- tion"
the show tonight. The reader performed by the Woodman camps
most of Florida, with more than TVA in its tracks. This latest tion of steel and alumium. Also.
-The design of our defense is
will find ads featuring clothes and courts in Kentucky the past
three-fourths of an inch reported attempt to deprive the people of fluorine gas. which is made from
the product of the best composite
for every hour of the day as well two years.
vital
part
of
our
is
a
took
fluorspar.
power
public
benefits
of
the
ronday night at Tallahassee, Dayjudgment available for the fulas much fashion accessories and
J B. Blalock. 3805 Norbourne
tona Beach and Vero Reach, and the form of an effort to amend ballistic missile program.
fillment of our security needs,"
jewelry and shoes.
This
bill.
H.
R.
in5347,
is
patbills
self-financing
TVA
the
Kentucky
Louisville,
east
Blvd.
more than an inch at Fort Myers.
sail.
All of the styles for the corning state manager, and Buford Hurt,
terned
after
the
sugar
act,
which
supother
and
me
Past presidents and charter '
troduced
by
1"eathermen predict more snow
Riming and summer will be from Murray, west Kentucky state man- members of the Murray chapter flurries today in the
years
has
provided
for
many
a
Conincluding
TVA.
of
porters
eastern DaRev. C. W Lawrence, pastor local stores, and all are available ager, are assisting in the co-ordi- (if American Association of Uni- kotas, the Great Lakes and east gressmen Cliff Davis and Bob sound method of dealing fair'.
here
in
Murray
The
fashion
with the interests of dome,,,,
innation of convention arrangements. versity Women were honored at through the central and northern Jones.
of the Walnut Street Baptist
out minor
a luncheon at the Murray Wont Appalachians Oensional rain was
This move by private power porducens, foreign producers, and
Church in Evansville. Indiana, dustry has brought
en's Clubhouse Saturday.
expected in the south Atlantic interests. which follows their U. S. consumers. Senators Cowill be the revivalist at the Sal- sort of miracle in the last few
successful efforts in 1953 to shut oper and Morton are co-sponsors
Thirty members, eight of them coast region and the east Gulf.
em Baptist Church which will decades by making it possible
charter members, attended the
off further investment of Federal of a' similar bill • in the Senate.
begin on March 23 end continue for American wornen to be able
to wear designs and styles withluncheon, held on the twentyfunds and the failure of the inthrough March 29.
TOBACCO HEARING
_
fifth anniversary of the founding
famous Dixon-Yates scheme of
Services will be held each in weeks of their first showing
in
WASHINGTON We — The
the fashion centers of the
SCHEDULED
(if the local AAUW chapter.
1955. would foreclose Paducah's
evening at 7:30 o'clock.
----world.
The Tobacco Subcommittee of Smithsonian Institute disclosed toawenty-year struggle to get TVA
Charter members present inLawrence is a native of
The March meeting of the Murthe House Agriculture Committee, day that it has acquired some of
power.
Lillian Hollowell
Fifty years ago it would have ray Training School PTA will be eluded Mrs
nilloway County and former
The private power group pro- of which I am a member, has a batch of stars which fell on
member of the Salem Baptist beei`c impossible for the average Thursday. March 19th at 7:30 in Adams, Mies Beatrice Frye, Mrs.
The Methodist Men's club of
Church. He has held several American woman to follow so the basement of the Murray Train- Cleo Mills Hester. Dr. Floy the First Methodist Church will posal would prohibit TVA from scheduled hearings for March Kentucky in 1050.
25 on the Jennings bill to protect
They are fragments of a rare
successful
pastorates
in
this closely the dictates of the great ing School. There will be an Robbris, Miss Roberts Whitnah, hold their regular dinner meeting supplying power to any city,
county and at Mayfield. He is houses of fashion. Now thanks executive board meeting at 6:30, Miss Ruth Sexton, Miss Mattie in the Social Hall of the educa- town, or EA Cu-op not being and stabilize the price suppirt kind of meteorite unusually high
now in his ninth year at his to modern methods of making and all members of the board are Trousdale. and Mrs Gladys Scott. tional building on Wednesday served by TVA in July, 1957. level lot tobacco. The Board of in carbon content.
On Sept. 20. 1950, a meteor
The program for the anniIf the amendment succeeds, not Directors of the Western Dark
and merchandising clothing, (and urged to be present.
church in Evansville.
evening at 8.30 pm
only Paducah. but Princeton. Fired Tobacco Growers As,ocia- illuminated the sky and countrymodern advertising!),
The church and pastor, Rev. certainly
The devotional will be given by versary celebration consisted of
Reed Summers of McKenzie,
W. R. Whitlow. extend and in- the newest styles of Paers can Miss C.ibsons third grade. The historical reviews and accomp- Tennessee, a professional magican, Marion, and Fulton will be "cap- lion ham formally advised me of side from St Louis to Louisville
vitation to the public to hear Bro. be seen all over the United program will be under the direc- lishments of the organization by, who is at present a student at tive markets" for private power its support of this bill. and I and from Memphis to Knoxville,
the Eastern Dark Tenn
monopolies. Also. if the power understand
States within a few weeks.
I.awrence.
tion of Mr Cooper from the Mrs. Adams. Mrs. Anne Parrish Murray State College, will give a
It was observed for about 411.1
companies succeed in "freezing" Fire Tobacco Growers AssociaThe merchants of Murray are Health Center, and a film on Markarn, Dr. Alton Presson, and
performance feetowing the dinner.
will tion also favors its enactment. seconds before it exploded. The
Mrs. Ann Cohron. Miss Ruth
the TVA territory, they
justly proud of the fashions tuberculosis will be shown.
There
All members are urged to be
have a green light to raise rates I am sure these organizations explosion shook homes and buildwhich will be shown tonight. is important business to transact Cole and Miss Maxine Scott decpresent at this meeting
will be represented at the hear- ings from Paducah. Ky., south to
orated for the meeting.
in surrounding areas,
They offer as wide a selection and all parents are urged
to atThanks to prompt action on ing. The Burley Association and Memphis.
The Murray AAUW chapter
of clothing in the small city of tend.
Fragments of the m e teo rite
was organized in 1934 with Mrs.
the part of city officials in Pa- the Kentucky Farm Bureau supMurray as was once limited to
John Wesley Carr. the wife of
ducah. Princeton, and Marion, ported the proposal in an ear- showered a 25-square-mile area of
major metropolitan areas.
Urot•a Press let•rnatIonal
Five
southwestern Kenlucky
I was stile to include in the rec- lier hearing.
Murray State College's first presiCOOPER'S NEAR MISS
buildings were hit by the fall
ord of the hearings their teledent, as president.
and the roof of one house was
grams opposing the freeze-out. 'HAWAII - THE 50th STATE
Some of the projects of the
Southwest Kentucky -. Partly
BRISBANE, Australia (UPI) — group since its founding have
History was made last week pierced.,
Hazel WOW Camp 138 will In the weeks ahead I will recloudy and chilly today
High
Australian tennis star Ashley been a children's theater, jointly meet Thursday night at 7:30 in port our efforts to protect the in- when the House and Senate by
One man. Hugh Howard. picked
Fair and rather cold tonight.
Cooper, now a pro, was only one sponsored by the Murray State the WOW hall with Consul Com- terests of the people of the Dis- overwhelming mat-gins voted to up about 16 pounds of fragments
30
Wednesday fair and
MA YE-I ELI) 0.111)
- Bids on set away last season from dupli- Drama Department; loans for mander, Carmon, Parks presid- trict, as well as the TVA prin- admit the Hawaiian Islands as in Calloway County. These are the
a little warmer in the afternoon. structural steel for the General cating Don Budge's 1938 grand junior and
the 50th state- The valiant fight- fragments received by the Smithciple.
senior college women; ing.
Temperatures at 5 a. m CST.: Tire & Rubber Company's new slam of the Australian, Wimble- cooperation
ing record compiled by Hawaiian sonian.
in the national sfelIn 'addition to regular business
Louisville 29. Lexingten 28. Bow- $9.500,000 plant here, were opened don. French a n d U.S
tennis lowship fund which brings 'col- to be oonducted by the camp,
troops. in World War II contriFLUORSPAR BILL
In all, about 95 pieces totaling
ling Green and Paducah 32, Cov- Monday. Ine 20 bids ranged from championships. Cooper missed the lege women from other count- there will be an initiation of
buted to the belief in the Con- 50 pounds were recovered 'by
INTRODUCED
ington 22, London 26 and Hop- 1340,000 11) $350.000 The low bid- French crown when he lost to ries to America to study, and new members. Door
On March 5 I introduced a bill gress that Hawaii, with its 600. farmers, the largest weighing eight
prize will
kinsville 38.
der on the project will be an- Cll'opes Luis Ayala after winning cooperation in the
local hospital be 25 00. All members are asked which. if enacted, would make 000 people, had earned the right pounds. It is at Vanderbilt UniEvansville, Lai.. 37
nounced later this week.
the first two sets.
versity in Nashville, Tenn.
fund"!
possible the reopening of the to become a state.
to be in attendance.
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Local Couple To
Observe Anniversary

Art Fraternity Will
Sponsor Masquerade
Ball On April 3

Fresh Snow Adds
Woe To The North

Make Plans Now To
Vote Urges Crass

Music Department Style Show
Set For 8:00 O'clock Tonight

Washington Report
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Florist
Phone PL 3-3251
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Circulation In
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Largest
Circulation In
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with
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AAUW Honors
Members At
Luncheon

Rev. LawiJence
To Preach At
Vlem Church

Meteorite That
Fell In County
At Smithsonian

March Meeting Of
Murray Training PTA
To Be On Thursday

•

•

Methodist Men
To Meet Tomorrow

Aro.

Weather
Report

WOW Camp Will
Meet On Thursday

Bids Open On Steel
For Mayfield Plant
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THE LEDGER & TIMES Patterson
y Fight
Briton Soon

Murray Knights
End Season With
Perfect Record

RUSILISHED by LEDGER al TIMES PUBLISHING
COMPAN
liciatson of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Thug. Y, hip
awl
rarnes-Herald. October 1S, ISA and Ilas West
Kantookiiiik,
1942.

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISELM
We reeerve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to Nes
BMW.
sr Public Voice items which, is err opinion. ass Eat
1st Me bed
la tercet of our readers.

NEW YORK (Off — Heavyweight champion Floyd ,Patterson
MATIONAL 11PRZSENTATI:
Y13 WALLACI WITMInt
may be matched this week for
Ilatarea. Ittravkia. Tama.; MO Park Aes, NMI Ileac BM
N. Mai
gm Bien. Chisagic SO Ilstralan IL, Deabsia.
a ntle defense against a British
ccntender at Buffalo. N. Y., on
Illatand at Ma Pat Office, Murray, Kentucky, kg
April 22 or 24.
Second Clam Matter
Burley Brian of London EngIPUBSCRIPTIOSI AIMS:
Carrier la 111wray, per yolk
pat and appears the likely challengISOM& •••. /a Colima/ mg ailaikas
pat pain. $1.11g abo• e, although Henry Cooper of
whom
England and Joe Erskine of Wale • are being given consideration.
Patterson and Manager Cita
TUESDAY — MARCH 17., 1959\
D'Amato want a spring fight in
order to shrapen the champion
r his million-dollar defense
aea:nst Ingernar Johnannson of
Sweden, some-where in the United
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
States in late June or early July.
Although
24-year-old
Floyd
New School Buildings ..
$130.U00
would be risking his crown agaiPlanning Commission with Proffussional
nst the April challenger at Buffalo, he and D'Arnato nevertheConsultation
less regard that fight as a sort
of "tune-up" since they do not
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
rate any of the three Britishera
nearly as dangerous as Sweden's
Industrial Expansion
unbeaten Johanssein, champion of
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
Europe.
Widened Strgets In Some Areas
Promoter Pedro Martinez of
Continued Home Building
Buffalo and an associate have
offered a flat guarantee of $300.
Airport For Murray
000 for the privilege of staging
City Auditorium
the Arlo-American fight at the
Buffalo' Memorial Auditorium. it
was learned today

ma

am.

am.

et)

ATTENTION....

I

Beekeepers and Farmers
Now is the time to stock your Beekeeping supplies I can furnish complete standard hives
assembled and painted
Extra supers. tops. bottoms, frames. feeders.
Plain or wired wax foundations, Bee veils,
gloves, smokers and Queen excluders.
Get your equipment now and save your
spring swarms. Old frames refilled with new
foundation
Place your order now. for package Bees and
extra Queens.
Mr Farmer, or anyone interested in growing
fruit of field seeds, can furnish a complet
e hive
of fine bees at low price. Get a few colonies for
pollination and honey on the side.
I will save you time and freight and can
generally make suggestions on problems connected with your bees that may mean more
successful operation.

L. C. HUMPHREYS
Phone 3017
411 N Poplar St.

St. Louis Plvi,
NIT Champions
NEW YORK anfil — St. Louis
University. an old favorite with
New York fans. and Oklahoma
City University. a newcomer to
.the National Invitation Basketball
Tournament championship tonight
at Madison Square Garden.
The :tweeting Bill.kens. seeded
second. will face upstart Providence College and fourth-seeded
Oklahoma City will meet New
York University in the concluding
two quarter-final games.
the St. Louis-Providence winner will square off aga.nst St.
John's and the Oklahoma CityNW survivor will play top=seede
ed Bradley in the semi-finals
Thursday night.
St Louis. appearehg in its eighth
NIT, has been installed a 10-point
favorite over Providence in toniehes 7.30 pm. eat. opener
Oklahoma City. playing in its
firet NIT. is a six-point underdog
againet NYU. which reached the
quarter - finale by knocking off
Denver, 90-81

•
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Thursday and Friday
March 19 and 20
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6:30 to 9:00 p.m.
604 Olive Street

Bring your family and friends
to the

giO4

° TEtEPRONE OPEN HOUSE
Ever
wondered what goes on ‘1. hen you
lift your receiver and dial a number?
Here's your chance to find out
how Murray's telephone system operates.

•

t.

6

•
Ii

•

•

see

the mechanical "operators"
completing calls

see

How Long Distance calls
are handled

rais
fit
is
ness
war
Si
of
sire

the interesting story behind
your telephone

beat
fbel

nay,

hear

•

drei
past
to I

Remember the dates and time!

Ii
spri

Bring the whole family!

•

•
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Southetrn Bell

111

IF YOU BELIEVE IN

OPEN SOON!
A )E4 AUTOMATIC

LOSING WEIGHT
GAINING YOUTtl

•

AN t)

—LOOK AT THE CAR THAT'S DONE IT

COIN OPERATED LAUNDRY
AT 13th and

•

K

LOOK AT THE

BYSTUDERAKER

MAIN STREETS

•

Studebaker Dealer's door is wide open—for you to drop in and look at the
one car specifically built to meet the needs of the times. Three feet shorter, Loom for
"
six inside. ,1110
'
1011- Runs marathon miles on a
. Easy to handle, park, turn around.
insuranc
mainten
ance and repair costs.
e,
sprinkling of low-cost, regular gas. Cuts
And it's the only low-cost economical car in the world that's styled with fashion-rightness.
"
1116 See this pocketbook perfect beauty today.
3
111"- Your

26 WASHERS
DRY 10 cents

20 MINUTES
FOR 20 CENTS
12 LARGE
DRYERS

•

$2295

Plenty of Hot, Soft Water

Tionsooftetlon,loesi Urns rinit•
*CIA sae any Otter •fft,in
pIa5Iylilbelind on •5•'y oar,

OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY
Plenty of Free Parking Room

•
•

Full Time Attendant On Duty
Leave Dry Cleaning or Laundry You Wish To Be Ironed!
CALL FOR A FUN DRIVE DEMONSTRATION TODAY AT

FAST SERVICE

inby9...outhy 5

•

TAYLOR M OTOR CO.

303 SOUTH 4th STREET

MURRAY, KY.
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Fight Results
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Davy Moore Says He
Is The Next Champ

ASSURE GUARD

ci

O

third quarter forge ahead in the
final canto. '
The Knights led 26-21 in the
opening period but was deadlocked 43-43 at the halftime intermission. Tr -Angle pushed into a
slim, 71-70. advantage ). al:. third
stanza ended but fell Sack in the
final period.
Jarrell Graham and Quitman
Sullins paced the Knight scoring
with 38 and 25 points respectively.
Green hit for 21. Insulation was
led by its high-scoring guard,
Kinsey, with 33 points. Joel Ellington added 27.
The Atomic League_ tournament
which will be held March 23 - 28
will be split between Murray and
Bardwell so far as a sate for the
play-off is concerned. The first
three games will be played at
Bardwell with the semi-finals and
final sset for Murray. The tourLOS ANGELES TIT — If con- nament will bring together such
fidence wins tights then Davey talent as Joe ?Mk, Mason Cope,
Moore should be taking measure- Lynn Cole, Howie Crittenden and.
ments for__Int. fra.therweighr eras= a host of ou_niz _Krug suia..
prior to Wednesday night's title
Knights (99)
Mikez 9, Tabor 4, Green 21,
bout here with champion Hogan
Sullins 25. Graham
(Kid) Bassey ,of Nigeria
', Holmes 1.,
"Write this down in your book,"
Beason Sta• _Iles
the challenger said after his ar- Player
Av. Pls.
rival from his training camp at Grah im
........ 26 2
San Jac,nto. Calif., "I'm the next Sullins
24.5
'Tabor
champion.**
19.0
And there were a good many Gteen
16.6
besides Moore and his manager, Holmes
10.7
Willie Ketchum. who feel the Mike:
9.0
Kiser
Springfield. Ohio, contender has
7.3
better than an even chance to lift
Total
Own
Basey's title in their 15-round
Opp.
,2075
nationally televised (ABC) bout
1607
C.a. Av.
from Olympic Auditorium.
n
Local betting circles have rated
Opp.
_ 103 08
the bout a 13-5. take your choice,
804
tossup but there is a 'good deal
of sentiment in favor of Moore
"I've been chasing the champion
for a year and a halt. Moore said.
United Press International
"and now that I've caught up with
SYDNEY Australia STN—George
him I'm not letting the opportunity
slip by. I've been ready for a Berry. 135. Los Angeles. stopped
long time and I've trained hard Russ:11 Sands. 1341'.. Australia
for this one"

PROVIDENCE. R I ilRe —Paddy Read. 129. Providence. outBERLIN (UPI) —Russian tro- pointed Dick Di Vola, 1284, BosTile number of students enroll- ops in
fur caps and heavy winter ton .8)
ed n h.gh school physics classes, coats
teok over guard duty telt
has gone up about 200 per cent the
Ferench at the four-power
MIAMI BEACH. Fla (Re — Ed
s,nce 1900
Spandau Prison Sunday.
Beattie TKO•ed Billy Orals (7).

Paris, Tama.

Come ake a tou
r....,

The Murray Knights in their
second year as a member of the
Atomic Valley League laid claim
to another, new circuit record
today in becoming the first team
in the league's history to finish
the season unbeaten .
In setting the record the Knights
compiled an unblemished 20-game
Win streak The league leader all
season, the power house coached
by Bill Nall won all 18 of its
regular league games and two
exhibition battles
Murray downed Tr -angle Insulation 99-93 last night in the
final regular season game A close,
hard-fought battle, the tilt saw
the•fenIghts trail at the end of the

NEW YORK Mfg . — Charley
Scot,. 147 Philadelphia. outpointed Isaac Lagar:. 1445n.. Cuba (10).
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-Lifted Waistline Effects
More Top Interest$een In
season's Newest Styles
•

•

I p.m.

treet

•

ISE
Ill

Fashion plans for Tspring re- individually — are the coal- with
vnlve around the costume look. 'Yin-gathered and taptred
Although the general style trend pleated back, the fitted Coat, the
is upward
shorter skirts, lifted- slim sheath coat and the coat with
Ira* waistlines, mnre top interest'a softly 'gathered high waistline.
effects — the emphasis is not so
With much attention being given
much on silhouette as on the at- to top interest, _shoulder lines of
. teetive combination of all fast- both coats an
suits are often
ion elements.
wider, though not padded. More
Such spring partnerships as the top interest comes tram the big,
dress plus jacket or coat, the coat big collar, a major fashion theme. ,
with a matehing skirt and the
1. Add! a Scarf
suit with a coordinated blouse are
In contrast, there's the collarpresent in abundance, ready for less or mandarin neckline, indiwearing. Certainly one of all of cative of an Oriental feeling seen
these will find their way into in many phases of spring fashion.
most wardrobes, and fashion- con- Top interest isn't neglected here,
scious women will want to as- for the collarless-neckline coat or
sjaigible additional costumes, , from suit usually comes with a matchcWsses, cats, suits, jackets and ing, and probably fringed, mufblouses that are purchased separ- fler-like scarf to wrap the neckately.
line.
As a focal point of fashion, cosBecause of the emphasis on the
tumes
reveal
the
outstanding gastume look, many swts
Spring trends. Take, for instance, equipped with their own blouses.
the little jackets, rib-cage to waist An added touch of completeness
length, that appear so frequently is provided by matching jacket
in
dress . jacket combinations. linings.
.These brief jackets help to carry
As in the dress-jacket costume,
out the high-waisted fitted sheath the short, easy jacket is a favorite
rAth natural waistline may rely on suit component Fitted and demiiWniaccumna•sy-ing--ahapt—janket tar'[hitt- i
re, 55i115 B.
lonocierzl mterpretation of The ernt)Tre, theme creates a Thoroughly
give a high-line effect.
prophetic of future fashion trends.
contemporary fashion for the spring wardrobe. In geranium pink
Wide belts, fitted midriffs, brief
Continuing the interest in texBritish wool,n mohair, this softly tailored suit has a standaway
bodices in contrasting colors and ture, fashions appear jn such fabnotched shawl collar, low double-breasted front, gathered back.
high-placed
fabrics.
and
tabs, rics as tweeds. mohairs, hopsackBy George Carmel.
or belts are other ways that the ings, basket-weaves. Spring- favlifted look is created.
ored, too, are crisp, smooth-surSilhouette More Fitted
faced fabrics which take their
All point up the fact that, pla$ in fashion importance alongwhile spring fashions owe in- side the dimensional weaves.
spiration to the empire and DiPRINTS POPULAR
le:Wire. some ' flattering changes
Prints on silks, cottons an d
Appropriately for spring, new
have been made.' Even when the blends are much in demand for
fabrics take on an airy look, with
raised waistline is a matter of spring. They have a modern art
xtures refined, and often crisp.
fit rather than look, the trend look cf Chock color contrasts inn
Mohairs are fluffy rather than
is away from the midriff full- such combinations as orange and
shaggy, and tweeds and other
ness of the true empire and to- yellow, hot pink and red, blue and
abrics show a marked preference
ward ii more fitted line.
aqua, in abstract florals or paisley
The newest looking coats this
for almcst-lacy effects.
Spring's view of color — plenty effects.
spring are marked by high lines,
Looped
mohairs
and
souffle
of "hot" and pale hues, with
bright colors and versatile "perwoolens are impressive in open
strengthening
interest
in
basic
sonalities" that adapt easily to
REVERSIBLES
basketweaves, and fishnet mohair
navy, beige, black and gray — is
Reversible skirts, jacksts and suburban, urban and travel sit- makes an entry, looking refreshbeautifully illustrated by coal and
uat'onf
continue
a
tops
pullover
loose
ingly springlike. Other cool and
4110ess costumes, in such combineTips three-way wearability is
nons ns a rale beige coat over a popular fall trend into spring.
lacy looks are achieved in wool
achieved thrcugh fabrics that can
dress printed in the vividest of
and mohair boucles, hopsackings,
assume
several
roles.
These
inLOOK TEXTURED
pastels. Often, the coat is lined
and blends of wool with silk, cotSpring cottons emphasize the clude vivid nubby and fluffy- ton or synthetics.
to match the dress.
surfaced
woolens
with
interesting
textured look, with waffle weaves..
Some looped mohairs have been
Important
carat
tries
for knits, hopsacking, jacquards and textures, rraohairs. mesh affects nresst d flat, making for a novel
i
hopsackings,
substantial
and
douspring — as part at costumes or matelasses.
•
leffect and easier care. Also favorble-knit jersey4 in wool or cot'j are brushed surfaces, tweeds
ttio
,n.
lightly embellished with mohair
Coiors are brilliant. There are
and the knit look.
golden yellows, flower tones of loops,
Worsteds express texture $nblue, vibrant pinks to ruby reds,
through cibbed, linenlike or
melon shades, leaf and sea greens, terest
classic
surfaces, with
knit-look
lilac tones, bleached and unbleachchecked and glen-plaid worsteds
ed whites Navy, black, beige and
continuing popular. One of the
rose-beige offer popular choices
nicest new ideas- in worsted for
among neutrals.
spring is worsted crepe, liked esA hand-woven look is s•ressed
pecially for suits and costumes.
in plaids ard a great varnty of
LAST
"BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWAI" checka, from small worsted Pat- On the crisp side are the retweeds, appearing in wool or
\ it h
I TIMES
terns to,,giant windowpanes. They fined
blends of wool and silk.
TONITE!
William Holden & Alec Guinness
appear in bright or beige with silk or in
crispness, too, in newwhite and in two-color and raised There's
looking blends of reindeer hair
patterns.
wool.
F- r the high-waisted line, the and
Silk — a frequent choice for
waist may be lifted by belts,
dress and jacket
sashes, drawstrings or multiple the all-popular
along with wool
goes
costume
—
pockets,
Gathers,
high
seaming.
texture interest.
flaps, tucks and banding are also in demand for
i Rusncs, such as tussah, and doupused.
.
arneng the leaders.
A return to demi-fitted and fit-,Ipioni are
tect silhouettes is seen in coats; Both cotton and the manmade
unded full skirts or fibers show a new talent for emwith either
sheath skirts. The waistline is re- ulating wool and silk in many divealed by belh crusted softly at; mentional textures.
front. bYl short bodices worked'
closer to the figure and by allI
around belts.
Gentle width across the top Is
expressed in huge collars, soft
deep
armholes.
shoulders
and
Necklines are open, with or without collars, some with easy tie
effects. The collarless necklines
are fringed, detachable scarves.
Dresaes are taking the high
road to fashion this spring. -high"
meaning anything that is, or looks
as if it is, above the normal
waistline. While there aren't too
many with true empire lines, a
wide variety of "lifted looks" and
"short-waisted" looks may be chosen to flatter many different figI
ure types.
One of the favored ways to
Walking suits move into spring, achieve this look is through dress
I
G" r 1
'
continuing the fashion interest and jacket costumes, composed
li
they attracted during the fall and of dresses with a closer-to-thewinter season. Now they appear in body fit and jackets that stop
a choice of coating-weight wools just above the waistline.
r —often with fur collars — for
The trick may also be turned
early spring wear and lighter by mock bolero effects, contrast
weight fabrics such as dress wors- bodices, high-placed bows, inset
teds for late spring Savored ail- bands, seaming or buttons. Then
!houette of these topper-and-skirt there are high -rising contoured
combinations is slim, with a fitted, belts, sashes, draped scarves and
-asy or tapered-oval jacket.
draw -strings, 211 of which contribute to the "lifted look" .for
dresses.
- Alternates to the high-rise effect are offered by many dresses 1
with natural waistlines, some with
dropped waistlines, and princess
Blousons continue as a
styles
et an exciting new coiffure to
popular favorite, with the blousing
often starting above the waist.
flatter your features, complement
Tunics provide a new and fashionable look for still other dresses.
your new spring fashions. We have
Wide belts and pretty bodice
treatments give freshness to the
that expert touch that means so much!
many spring '59 versions of the
the sheath and the
shirtwaist
bouffant.

High Marks
Being Given
Spring Coats

operators-

ce calls

Dry behind

d

•

time!

illy!

Bell

Starts

ITS
VENGEANCE

'DEBAKER

FABRIE NEWS
Denim and seersucker sportswear is making a comeback, and
ribbed effects, linen-like blends,
ducks, chinos and sharkskins are
Fanhroirieriec in
are a favored trim.

Distinguished
by straight
to the toe
styling ...
clean
uncluttered
lines ...
soft supple
construction
that mark fine
craftmanship

Colors:
White,
Black ,
Leather. Black
Patent, Bone.
41/4 to 10 ,
AA & B's.

For the dress with naturally
placed waistline and pleated or
swirling skirt, the cinch is making
a comeback,

LOOK FEMININE
Very new and feminine looking are costumes with all-around
Not so "belittling" as the cinch pleated skirts and little jackets
of the multi-petticoat era, but nev- with big bow trims.

)LL•LLrLI

L.. LI wrien

BAGS TO
MATCH
HOSIER x

Family Shoe Store
501 Main St.

Murray, Ky.

a

•

1-rightness.

Looking very new and beautiful for spring is this giant plaid
topper Fashion news to note here: the over-size Pilgrim collar,
the short sleeves, the colors and fabric — deep blue and red 'n
a light-weight, porous brushed English woolen mohair and wool.
hv Monte Sane

Dresses Follow
The High Road
To '59 Fashion

ITS
VASTNESS!

look at the

a

ertheless intent upon tapering, are
these types of waist control: the
hip-length brassiere, usually called
a bralette; the high-rise girdle or
panty girdle, and the narrow band
with waist-whittling its sole purpose.
Hip control is concentrated in
the side panels of girdles and
panty girdles alike, with additional paneling front and back to trim
the figure from the waist down.
I one-legged
pantie-girdles are
available in junior, average and
full-figure versions to trim the
thighs for spring' sheaths.
Late-day and' evening fashions
have prompted a wonderful collection
of strapless and low-cut
foundations. Both brassieres and
corselets plunge front and back '
to accomodate either the short
dress
strapless
with
billowing
skirt or the long, wand-like sheath
with deep decolletage thinly veiled by chiffon.

WEDNESDAY

NOTHING
EVER
MATCHED
ITS VIOLENCE...

•

miles on

Airy, Textured
Is Fabric Idea

For a curve-conscious spring,
foundation garments form a pretty
alliance with fashion, underlining
shapely, feminine day and evening
clothes.
Colors for the new foundations
are lush pastels, along with white
and black, and fabrics are sheer,
though controlling.
For spring's modified empire
styles — which are better described as short-waisted than highwaisted — there are brassieres
with gently curving cups, and
bands
that
stretch
downward,
somet-mes passing the waistline.
Cropped jackets, shaped close to
the body, likewise focus attention
on the bustline, and offer another
argument for the youthfully uplifting brassiere which underplays
rather than accentuates the bosom.
For the slim, easy-fiti,ng sheath, I
there are new corselets, most of
them
all-elastic
and
virtually
weightless. Down-stretch paneling
!rent and back flattens where
Most figures need flattening.
In both brassieres and corselets,
particular attention is paid to
styles for the A-cup and the Dcup figure. And the young teenager will find greater variety this
season in all type& of

to

•

,Loom for

PAGE THREE

Foundations Shaped To Aid
Curve-Conscious Silhouettes

I

Friday
ad 20

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Walking Suits
[Vary Fabrics
For Season

We have just the right piece of
Jewelry to accent your pretty new
spring wardrobe

lavish ropes,

pendants, ear rings and pins!

I

local us.* white
etn•r ••oas
so on envy cat,

•

$4995

11 KIRK DOUGLAS TONY CURTIS ERNEST BORGNINE JANET LEIGH

Sy

Ima

Double entendre - in Moygashel linen!
Your all-time magic - sun-catcher dr:.- .ss,
drawstring jacket, Mayan embroidebed.
Oyster white with brass, -

NMI

.0

•
V

(
1
4\111

G

•

Judy's Beauty Shop
PLaza 3-5902

:Y.

acenters
interest
Necktlne
round large collars, usually standins away from the neck and
often pleated, fluted or folded.
touches of
lingerie
Spring-like
white linen, lace or organdy are
favored.

•

•

.5

•

•
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The Gingles Family
Observe Birthdays
Of Two At Reunion

Murray, and Mrs. Tom Veasey
leave in two months for Bertlil'
Germany, where he will be duet
of staff of the American Army
Hospital. He will be stationed
there three yearetle left Sunday
for New Mexico to take special
work before leaving for Germany.
Vivian will remain here through
Friday. Murrayans will remember
them as the son and daughter of
the late Dr. and Mrs_ Otis Gingles.
Others included in the family
party were Mr. and Mrs. Hunter
Gingles. Bowling Green, Mr and
Mrs. Hugh Gingles, Kirksey. Dr.
and Mrs. J. V Stark, Kirlusey;
Mr. and Mrs. William Dresback,
and son. Tommy. Decater, Ala.
Callers in the afternoon were
Mrs Gordon Banks, Ft. Wayne,
Ind.. Mrs. John Robinson,

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Purvis
c'e
Fred Gingies and his brother
Alban y. Gs. announce the an-1
i Go N of Fulton have a birthday
of a son. Michael Dean, "
born
March 14th. Mrs Purvis is the Wednesday, March 18. To observe
former Carolyn carraway, daught- this date, members of their family
er of Mrs. Chig Carreway and gathered in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Gingles Saturday and
the late Mr. Carraway.
enjoyed a birthday dinner.
•• • •
Present at the family get-teMrs. Essie Brown is resting
well at the Murray General Hos- gether were Col lied Mrs. Charles
sidungton, D. C.
pital as the result of a fall several liarolg Gingles,
and has sister. Mrs. Charles Stone,
days ago.
Kansas City. hfo. This was the
•
Tuesday. March 17th
•• ••
Murray Woman's club will meet
•
Circle One of the WSCS. First at the club house at 1:00
Mrs. John Robinson, Lone Oak, first time that Vivian and Harold,
Mrs. Dale Alexander, the former
p.m. for
as they are remembered here,
Methodist church will meet in a luncheon meeting_ Hostesees
Gordon Banks, Fort
will Miss Julene Campbell of Sullivan, and Mrs
have been back home in about 90
the home of Mrs. N P. Hutson, be Mesdames J. A. Outland.
Wayne,
Ind,
are
in
town
this
Rich- Ill., was home•ee at a bridal show1008 Main Street. at 2:30 p.m.
ard Tuck, 0. C. Wells, Robert er given by Mrs. Eli M. Alexander week to be with their former years. Colonel Gingles is a physi•'• • •
Etherton, R B. Robbins, Burnett and Mrs. Tommy Alexander rec- school mate. Mrs. Charles Stone, cian and with Mrs Gingles will
T.
The Dorcas Sunday School class Waterfield. Mrs Lucien Young and ently
Kansas City MTS. Stone, the l'ormof the First Baptist church will Mrs John Quertermous. Sr
.`:17-1e honoree choee for the oc- er Vivian Gingles, is the guest
meet in the Murray Electric build•••••
casion • powder blue suit with e of the Gingles families here and
ing at 6 p m. for a pot luck sispFriday. March LS
teir collar She were a gift cor- in Kirksey this week. She will
per. !Mrs. Virginia Furchess, capThe New Concord Homemakers sage of white spring flowers. Mrs. return to her home Friday.
tain- of Group two, w:11 be in chit, will meet in the home of
••••
Eli Alexander. Dale's mother, wore
charge.
Mrs. Taft Patterson at 1 p.m.
Friends of Mrs. Charles Oakley.
a corsage of white spring flowers,
•• • •
• •••
Peducah, and formerly of Murray,
a gift of the hostesses.
The Rainbow Girls will meet at
Games were played and pa-lies have received word of the serious
7 p.m. in the Masonic hall.
were awarded to Mrs. Bill Wyatt illness of Mrs. Oakley She is in
••••
LAST TIMES
the Barnes Hospital. St. Louis,
and Mrs. Jack White.
Circle No. 2 of the First MethoJohn Saxon & Sandra Dee
Gifts were opened and displayed Mo.
dist Cnurch will meet in the
5.55
in "RESTLESS YEARS"
guests
the
to
The
hostesses
served
The Wendell Oury Chapter of
Sec:al Hall of the chili-eh at 230
Mrs. Charles Mercer has rea dessert plate and coffee.
the Daughters of use American
The guest list included Mes- turned from a three weeks vaca- Mrs. J. C Jcener and Mrs, Revolution met Saturday afterdames Lawton Alexander. Albert tion. She visited her daughter in
Albert Lassiter will be hostesse ' noon m the home of Mrs.
Alabama and son in Louisville.
Georgs.
The diamond
Mrs. George Smith has charge at Hart with Mrs. Hart and Mrs. Enix, Dick Sykes. George Colburn.
••••
Eugene Colburn. Kenneth Mott.
and the
Julian Evans hcestesses.
.be program.
Mrs A W. Russell was the Raymond Alexander, Bill Wyatt,
• • ••
Mrs Cal Luther is in St. Lou,
lgo because of the death or her
The Mus.c department of the speaker and used as her subject
1110TH
Murray Woman's club will present Famous Women of the Revolu- and the American creed. Mrs. father. March 14. She will return
••..
VERY
Murray
e show,'roleens On -Parade" ounar-Y Wai"—Stre-setectedr- it
et.s -gas e the' defense rnessengtnen
.-.'4at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Recital who were kr.own for their leadMiss Betty Bowden was acceptnail at Murray State Colege. The ership and bravery and 'related ed as a member of the chapter.
Jack White. Jim Pearce, J C. Ellie,
the part they played in winning
•
c s welcome.
Others attending the meeting George Steele and Misses
Madge
• • ••
:he war.
were Miss Lovine Frizzell. Ben. Alexander, Anders Sykes, and
Mrs. Hart presided in the bust- tor.. Mrs Price Doyle. Mrs. Wells Betty Jo Crawford,
Circle No 3 of the WS.CS. of
Mrs Eli Alexthe F.rst Methodist Church will --.ess session.
Purdom. and Mrs. Leon Grogan.
ander and the hostesses. Mrs. Eli
Mrs. J., D. Peterson, Benton, _ The next meeting is scheduled M. Alexander
meet at 2 30 pen, at the home cf
CINamaiScoPE
and Mrs. Tommy
Mrs. Calie Jones, ll06 W. Main g,ve the prayer and led in the to be an the home of Mrs Weak Alexander.
Street with Mrs Essie Brown as pledge of allegiance to the flag Purdorn.
•• •
Co-hoatess. Mrs. Autry Farmer has
charge of the program.
•• ••
Mirada,. March 19th
The Hi
-me department of the

oiretaa
V
t,

Social Calendar

Mrs. Dale Alexander
Honoree At Shower
Given Recently

6111

ea•

NEW
THREE
WAY
CONVERTIBLESI
Versatile S

Varsity

I). .4. R. Meeting
Held In Hart Home
Saturday .4fternoon

•

Ul IIIPI MN MIMI MIN

welcomes spring with these four *arty-bird fashions in
"Domani," a richly nubbed silk and rayon by fabrez.

The S.,utri Pleasant Grove IASCS
Methodist chitich. met
trie
church recently for the Easter
warship program.
The, cnurch was dimly Lghted
.n bid and soft music was playea
by Mns MadeL Taylor.
PrAgrain leaders were Mrs. Glenda ail and Mrs Mavia McCiun-sh
Sct.pture was read by Mrs. Will
and Mrs. McCamish read a poem.
Mrs R. L. Cooper &gag a musical
number
As each member left the worship center. she knelt for a moment, of silent rreditat:on—an the
altar MUSIC was played softly'hy
Mrs. Taylor.
During the business session, the
president. Mrs Justine Sutry. pres.:cled Minutes we're read by Mrs
Hester Charlton and the treasurer.
Mrs Estelle Gooch, made her report
Rev. Walter Hill 'gave a short
talk and refreshments were served
by Mrs Ruth HU Mrs Murrell
Trees and Mrs. yersie Treas.
• 44. •

• •••

•••

•
For schooi.
for dress...
for Play • • •
smart new Weather-Bird
convertibles will fit
your child and the
occasion .. U'ear it as
.4.-T=Strap, eatStrap or a pump.

Main St.

Murray,

•

•
4

OF
1P.A
.

ee'

FASHION
Meromorphedb
wavelet heas persyver.
Jacket comes off to reveal
o thor4-siosaveel shoo&
Navy. begonia
or oboe/Amos blue
Sizes Sio 15

For A Lovely
EASTER

$24.96

2

Willowy sheath goodly
Weaved above • smog&
midriff. Skirt is hoed.
Navy, begonia
or &acing** blue.
Sizes Ste 15.
$14.95

•

HATS in Spring's
most beautiful
styles and
:olors.

1

all
hands
gloved

and
loved
a in
KAYSER

•

$198.$998

•

•

ri'esleyan Circle
Hears Book Review
By .1Irs. Bill Barker

ALL EYES
ON THE
KNITTED
LOOK

3

Enchantment whichever wiry
you look at ft
Cowl neck dips low
(with bow) in bocki
begonia, navy
or electeeue blue.
Sizes 5 to 15

$47.95
Spring pereenial.
the 0v/sr-lovely shirtclress
with cluster-pleated skird
Electrique blue
navy or b.' a.
Sizes 5 to 15
$17.95

A f widen
hit . th•
jacket dress by
Jean Lang.
Works wonders
foe your wardrobe. As 0sleek
sheath in silt-like
-peseta," • • Or
topped with the
riecely trimmed
locket of rustic
cotton tweed.
Wonderful travel
mate because it's
wrinkle resistant.
Sizes 14-20.

•

The prettiest Easter clothes'

•

become even prettier,..

emphasized with the Ikea
beauty of Claussner hosiery!
Designed in personalized
proportions, remarkably
snag-resistant, Clauserier
nylons are a perfect choice
for the Easter parade.
1.35 to $1.95

$29.95

SUPERIOR
AMBULANCE
SERVICE
Equipped With
OXYGEN
Phone PL 3-4612
311 N. 4th - Murray,

401

us it

CENTER

Mrs George Hart 'VA as guest
meeker at the Gilbertsv.Ile PTA.'
Thursday nignt She was invited
to speak on the school legislation
program that is endorsed te, the
Keneucity. Council on Education.
Addressing about 50. Mrs Hart
expiained, the nine-point program
and prented out that :he program
would bee'me effective if parents
arid
other. citizens would urge
those running for offices in the
state government to place th.s
school program in the.: platform.
••••

"THE FRIENDLY
FUNERAL HOME"

•

Family Shoe Store

•••••••

.ifrs. George Hart
Speaks On School
Legislation Program

MAX H.
CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

For All 'Round Wear

GAY GIBSON

Easter Program
Given By IUSCS
Of Pleasant Grove

Sirs. Ilil. Barker discussed portions of the hook. -Mau- by
Sholem Asch at
recent- rotetmg
of Use . Wesleyan Circle of use
First Me•hocliat church held In the
'wail-hall of the church.
. Mrs. George Fielder presided .n
the absence uf the chairman. Mrs
Julian Evans.
Fifteen members attended the
meeting. Hostesses were Mrs Zane
Coleman and Mrs. John Irvan.

g
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T
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•
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WARD-ELKINS FAMOUS
MONEY-SAVING EVENT
IS HERE AGAIN!

HERE IT IS! OUR VALUE FAMOUS
•

Values In All Departments

•

Savings Up To

NEW

50%

T'EIFLEE
WAY
CONVERTIBLES1
All 'Round Wear

FREE
FREE
FREE!! Come in and Register for a FREE FRIGIDAIRE AUTOMATIC DRYER - and a
FREE COLEMAN FLOOR FURNACE! Nothing to buy...no jingles to write...just drop by WARD-ELKINS and
Register!

For school.
for dress ...
for PlaY • • smart new Weather-Bird
convertibles will fit
your chttd and the
occasion ... Wear it as
AZ-Strap, a.histep
Strap or a pump.

AIEW
FRIG/0,4/RE

A Limited

OINC
IONICEIRAY
in Fashion-Fresh Turquoise

Number of
to

1958
Frigidaire
WASHERS
and
DRYERS

MODEL W012-111'

oe Store
Murrny, .

•
NY U s ?TIMM. CO
large!, moot trovere/1110.11 Independent

feeling organized** el its kind in the world.
footnoted in 100

iooshoo
In a test of oi• Iloodiof oviorn
undo, contreltod loberniory condlioes.

•

Popo.% S29123 end =211fl-A. OtOsy2.
and MO7 10, 1 007

PRICES!,

SIECIIkt

sfribote•

C op relottou

S
•
•s

The

RAZOR

electric
re&

IUGLILAR RICE $1.90 tr

HOLLOW
GROUND

— .AN IDEAL GIFT —

ONLY
$1698

While They Lava!

CLOCK-RADIO

vings

1. Lant Mawr R hog

goo, safely ns IOC u•dor
wale,

SHAVEMASTER

BLADE

Reg. $24.98

WITH 377nvist AGITATOR

dOep-Oosori dirt

1

with a.

f •issmy•frit
endli•0SUhr

—LOW,-LOW -

FRISHIAIRE WASHER

•

DOUBLEEAST—

t1;0111'I

BLADE-ELECTRIC

Left to Sell at

Revoliitionir—
yAavanerd

osomoolOo/' ow,link
scum tor good —leaves Ins, hnt on
cio4ltroo than wcteluers wM, Alters that
rave b. cloonrod by Itcond
2. C ?cool°tor Stag coorcla against
tangling
3. Energy Wing torn' note, into surging canon It that Gonti y ftuoh out

90

srrci.44
LOW

110111141111111

were $2995

NOW $1498

• Only, One to a Customer!
Ifirris Phone Calls! No Mail Orders!

For a limited time only!

Up To

$10000
Dorm Wait.
Buy Now!

NOTHING TO BUY... just
come in and get your

To The First 50 Ladies Visiting Our Store

FRIGIDAIRE

Frigidaire
Dishwashers

ROOM
CONDITIONERS

Priced
from

are

•

MET!
•

Extra Special! ,
During This Sale Only!
A Full 11 Cu. Ft.
FRIGIDAIRE

REFRIGERATOR

SAVE!

BIG DISCOUNTS ON 1958 MODEL

-RANGES -

.14995

With R
TrR
ady
e

* Subject to Our Inspection

Only A Few To Sell!
WHILE THEY

Meg Easter clothes
even prettier . .
ted with the sheer
Claussnrr hosieryt
ID personalized
ans, remarkably
stant, Clausaner
re a perfect choice
:Aster parade.

PliE-SEASO) DISCOUNTS
on
FRIGIDAIRE
AIR-CONDITIONERS

•

1•35 to $1.95
Fr

Thom Who
Like the Fintif

•

LAST 1 !

STEAM
IRONS
Only 12 To Sell!

$798

Reg. $12.95
NOW

$695

AID'
ELKINS

•

••
..rsi.• • •,,-no•
• ,

•c7-iro•

•

..;4.1.4
•

46'4.44$1/4
- 4-A'44
11,
4

.9'

s-

•

4

•

•

•.
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Freshness Of Spring Inspires i
Important Trendlido% elry

and description
iole.

.

ltii
perhaps the moSt"F spring.ke touch of all is nee. jewelry
is color. With many pale pastels
as"
ogittrals seen_ ass
suits and coats, colored jewelry
has special importance :n the
Sprir
.
.g is the season of new- I es spotlight bracelets, with a deepfashion scheme of things. the Inpess — and the jewelry designed 'cuff , look and jeweled and texstitute reports.
to complement spring fashions titred surfaties.
takes its inspiration straight frgin
Earrings assume new forms and
this moc.d of the new and the designs to complement
BELTS
the shorter
fresh, reports the Fashion Coordin-'necklaces. Button earrings,
with
at:on Institute.
Gaining faAtion ground are belts
a dimensional. "crusted" and jewInapte:ant among the new trends eled look, pair with short bibs or tor - suits and dresses as \sell as
_
is the shorter • length of neck- 'Chokers.
while
other
earrings sportswear. They range froin nar-----+sees. Short bibs, shorter—Chtkers sweep up the outline of. the ear. row, Li:Ailed styles, to wide. and
and the shortest necklabe of all. to provide just the right accent sometimes crushed, belts to wear
the dog collar. star for 'spring.
abs-we full skirts or as optional
for the dog collar.
Short sleeves f.\r'su!ts and dregsPins, p:ns and more pins of equipment for demi-fitted styles.

I

l

I

for an early Easter...

TUESDAY — MARCH 17, 19.5

•

!notice of the coiffure. New sit- a-hat is a back-on-the-head pose
hsuettcs
thane J334t,e....h.1,44_,, This haek •tippio&--of. hats
'
and whe're the hair is covered, the the hairline, and adds to the
hats are designed to protect the ways hats are considerate of coifcoiffure against excessive mussing. fures.
- - •. 144‘tier
crowns frequently corn- —Clear-eoroca give spring hats exbane with w.der brims this spring. tra sparkle. Use of colors in p:,o
The breton has a high -rising brim creates a newer look, partieu!,,,
that goes straight up. Whether the in duos of black and white or yetbrim is wide or narrow, the classic low and orange.
cloche keeps a tall crown. Toques
The blue spectrum, from the .
Fashion's "lifted look," with its are step-like or smoothly slanted.
palest shade to royal or turquoise.
focus on the top of the silhouette, Sailors combine high or
spread enhances the color scene, as do ,
gets support from milliners, who crowns with bumper brims,
while bright hues of sun yellow, acid
give spring hats more height in pillboxes show new depth.
green, paprika and brassy gold.
the crowns.
Wide - brimmed hats, flower- .
White. as ever, gives the clean
Along with this goes more news
heaped. and head-hugging shapes fresh look for
spring and offers
—and very welcome news for
are noted among the popular I pleasant contrast
'1
in the color panthe .marty_. wdme•Lw.ho would like spring
silhouettes. Still others have
In addition to the many
their hats to show greater respect
an Oriental motif.
black-and-whites, there are all
for their hairdos. Spring hats take
Whatever the silhouette, hats black hats. seen most frequently
show new softness, both in ship- in a shiny-surfaced straw that
trig and trims. Fabrics are put to makes them ideal for wear with !
good use, from the airy light spring's black patent shoes and ,
organdies to the textury checks, bags.
and many creators accent the use
of fabrics in their designs. Both
COLORFUL JEWELRY
textured and smooth straws are
evident in the millinery fashion
world, the latter predominating.
red family
Feathers, satin
or
grosgrain jew7hele .rarging from
ran.
w
ee
is trIP gn
banding, velvet, chiffon and flow- pinks through glowing ruby
ers from tiny to out-size are and coral. Turquoise is news in
among the many pretty spring its natural semi-precious form Or
' mmtngs.
. as a lovely facsimile. Jewelry
Often suggested- for how-to-wear greens are muted.

eh Styles
Show More
Of Hairdos

E

The Life Stride look of perfection.

Ah&
Just what you've been wanting!
Life Stride has a talent with excitingly
different, distinctively designed shoe styles.
Molded to move with every whim of your
foot. Priced at only

the news in fashion

a

Spring and Easter

DRESSES

3,

5".'19"
Fabrics in Superb Colors and Prints
to Help You Make You Look Your
Prettiest in the Easter Parade
Bea Young
Pat Perkins

Wendy Woods

Famous Jo-Mel

Judy Palner
Many Others

Dresses as fresh as the morning dew.
... in favorite
styles... most popular fabrics ... and colors and
prints to delight every feminine heart They're truly
lovely dresses ... so many and pretty styles in each
group ... you'll love every single one (many in each
group are wash-and-wear .... little ironing needed).
Choose Early, small deposit will hold your selection!

A Fresh-as-Spring Collection of

Suits, Toppers
and Coats

ILl

1"

TO4

"Up with fashion" is the cry, and this suit joins the trend, making much of a little jacket with a high-rise look. A-way collar
folds gently into an /empire band. Soft tucking at 'hipline of
skirt accents tapered effect at hem. Tailored in Avisco rayon
by Handmacher Vogel.

Women's & Misses'

Duster COATS
There's Newsworthy Excitemen t in These Spring Fashions ...
and Enchanting Styles, Fabrics, Colors for Every Woman

1098 Up
Failles, linen- and
dupionis ... in
tuxedo and button
front styles. Pushup
and cufr sleeves.
Black and colors.

Spring and Easter TOPPERS
Long and short,... to'please every well
dressed woman for Spring and Easter.
White, light and dark shades in basket
weaves, tweeds, flannels and others ...
to take you through your prettiest season.

Spring and Easter SUITS
Y.utilf,11!,\• styled suits ... all fashionwise and flattering. Truly outstanding
... with new fabrics including tweeds,
Italian flannels and other crisp and
bright fabrics. Collection -is complete ...
you'll love 'ern all.

)-

Spring and Easter COATS

r

$998 to $798
Start early to have a beautiful spring ...
choose your new hat ... or hats ... now,
from our wonderful complete collection.
Fresh shapes and colors ... all with delightful trims.

I

FOOT
WEAR

fashion jewel
in

$6

98
Black
Patent

Sandals, T-Straps, Skimmers, Bow
and Buckle Pumps. Misses & girls.

4;

calf
Pumps in gleaming patent, black, red, bone,
white leathers. High, low
and medium heels.

SPRING
and
EASTER

MILLINERY

Spring Fashion

Coat:, that are right for you ... for
Spring and Easter. Complete collection
of exciting styles to fit into your Easter
plans. Failles, tweeds. flannels and other spring-right fabrics ....II so bright
and fresh-looking.

Wonderfully Fresh
,
Collection of all
the Lovliest Fashions

.0
.e7
10111..

THE SHOE WITH THE BEAUTIFUL FIT
1111.

other
Fashion Footwear
'4.98 to '8.98

Slim
silhouettes carved in soft.
supple calf...adds
a mysterious sparkle to
your newest fashions.
Only Naturalizer could
make a pump this
pretty and this
comfortable ...

Black

Patent

N av y Cali

$1295
Black, White, Red
or Blue Calf

et/Ma/
9
- 3,40%0
-- IN MURRAY SINCE 1931 —

$1395
Adams Shoe Store

Adams Shoe Store
•

t.r

4.

•
•

S
•••

.11

7
a.

,

•

10,
lit
•
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-FOR RENT
I

74
/
1
41/7.1.11//////7/7 ////.0••/.1/./AV/

13113LE

////..V.I.0•407
/
11W///// ///.14s/46t64///

HOUGHT FOR TOrrior----

FURNISHED,BED ROOM IN new,
Romans 6:22.
GOOD POLE WOOD, MOSTLY Tommy Brown
STEAMER
Sin ruins this life and makes eternal membrick home with utilities and
at Murray Drive WHITE CROSS
INSURANCE. Call
Oak, $3.00 up according to length. In Theatre. Phone
AVALON
Breakfas
ories
t.
Phone
PL 3-3694.
a
torture
PL
3-5116
or
.
see
or write Bill Sumner, 509 N. 5th.
All hickory, 24-in. at 17.00 per
EXCURSION
at 1663 Ryan Ave.
3-19C Phone PL 3-5558.
3-17C
//a/a:446W /••••/,,,,,,/////1.6,///r//////ar///,
3-I8P
TWO WHITE NYLON UNIFORMS. rick. Phone PLaza 3-4482.
// /,
AL/
.446
,
4%./alif
3-17P
a••••,
NITELY 9PM
Size 10. Practically
3 ROOI,IS DOWN STAIRS turn- I
new. See
1.3ss".W- DANCING • PM
Annette Coles at 420 So. 8th St.
istwd apt., heat and water. Call Also four room house and bath.
111NYTNIA MASMamasoacm., Ali hips
PL 3-2281 days PL 3-4552 nights. Newly decorated. Venetian blinds.
TFNC
limiting, E. F. Bilbrey, 512 Broad
WILL BABY SIT IN MY HOME
3-17P
MOTORCYCLE, HARLEY-DAVIS
Street.
3-21C
days. Georgia Baxley, Apt. 47,
1952 model, good condition, motor
COUNTER GIRL, HIGH SCHOOL
BUSINESS BUILDING NEXT to
Coast Guard
(Smoke and Water Damage)
CIGARETTES
Orchard Heights.
3-118P
overhauled, call PL 3-5227. 3-18NC
education. Apply at Boone CleanMurray Supply. See Walter ConLanding
Men or Women wanted to servers.
ner at Conner Implement Com- FOUR ROOM,̀FURNISHED apartSEWING MACHINE SALES and
3-118C
ice and collect from route of
S
1PABLE MANURE DELIVERED
WED
MAR.
Ivs.
18
9 p.m.
nany, Cada Road. Phone PL 3- ment. Heat and water furnished.
service. Contact Leon Hall before
large, new cigarette machines
to your home. Phone Pid 3-4600.
Highway 79 & Tenn. River.
2626.
8:00 a.m, or after 4:00 p.m. Phone
Hgw. 79-5 mi. S. Paris, ,Tenn.
3-18C Call PE 3-5402 or PL 3-3291, 3-19P
WITH TWENTY COLUMNS
FOR BRIDESMAIDS
Aft. Sight-seeing Cruise
PLaza 3-2809.
3-118C
4-4C
each. Work'ng capital necessary
3-19C
Pretty
fashion
choices
for
FOUR ROQM UNFURNISHED
from
$593.00 to $1,975.00 AND
spring bridesm -Ads are dresses
apartmeM. steam heat. Available
FOR LEASE INDEPENDENT serSETTER BIRD DpG, 9 months. BLUE
BALLERINA 'length formal,
NO MORE. Possibility of earnwith empire and princess lines,
HELP WANTED
now. Phone Ronald Churchill PL
vice station, excellent location on
Untrained. See at 413 North 12th size
11, worn only once. Phone
ing over $30000 a month, part
pouffed and back-intzrest styles
3-2411.
Lvs. 4:30 p.m. - Rtr. 6:30 p.m.
Highway 641 South. Phone 2725,
3-18C -after 3:00 p.m.
3-17P PL 3-3213. Delores Warren. 3-19C
time. Only reliable people need
and bell-skirltd silhouettes.
Hickman, Ky
3-20P
FARES: Aft. Child 75c. Adult
BEAUT
SHOP
Y
IN
OR
NEAR
LARGE COMFORTABLE ROOM.
to apply. -Give particulars to
Murray, priced reasonable. Writ*
$1.50; Night' Advance $1.50; at
Continental
ALUM AWNINGS WILL SAVE USED CLOINING FOR girls and PERSONALIZE WITH METAL
Distributing
Co. Rent. free to respon.sible man or
U'ix 32-G. Murray. Kentucky.
'wait $1.75 tax incl.
Inc., Fort Worth. Texas, P. 0. couple. No services required. Phone
You money this month. Have boys, size 6 to 12. Also some monograms from the Ledger and
PLR 3-1409.
Box 866.
3-18C
seyeral sizes in stock, also Alum ladies clothing, size 12. Phone Times Office Supply Department
THEY'RE REVERSIBLE
3-18C
1TC
GLASS-ENCLOSED-HEATED
"
Ming, 7 colors, 10 Alum windows PL 3-1875 after 4 p.m.
Reversib
"
le
is an important
3-19C Self adhesing, bevelled edge, rust
proof. Suitable for Automobiles,
1 door $199.00 installed. No down
trend in new coats and jackets. i ------3 ROOM FURNISHED Apartment
brief cases, cameras, compacts,
payment. 36 months to pay. Home NEW AND USED
i Solid cclor on one side, print on
PIANOS. Seibwith priva,e bath, newly decoratguns, gifts, hobbies, luggage, leathComfort Co., 108 S. 12th St. Ph urn White, 403
another is a popular turnabout
Chestnut St., Mured. For couple or one. Phone
ercraft, metalcrafts, motorcycles, EXPERIENCED FEMALE BOOKPL 3-3607.
NICE HOUSEtpUT OF TOWN ON effect. Otner reversibles offer a
TFC ray, Ky.
PLaza
3-5616,
600
Poplar.
3-23P
3-I8C
optical 'ases, office supplies, keeper. Write Box 32-L.
Highw..y with garden. See Bobby .o ek charge from color to co!or
TFC
sporting goods, typewriter cases.
Coles at 420 So 8/h Street. TFNC .:rici fr m fabric to fabric.
HAY, 400 BALES, 50e BALE. See WELL USED UPRIGH
A complete
HOUSE WITH FIVE ROOMS and
T PIANO- See them today.
TFC
Jack Bailey, Hatcher Farm. four out of tune, painted
RELIABLE PERSON TO DO full bath down, two nice rooms up.
white and in
miles out on Cadiz Road.
3-17C the way - make an., offer - See DEAD STOCK REMOVID FRIER. time baby sitting. Call PL 3-1321 Builtins. and inla id lineoleum.
Chiropractic
_
.
Precept service. Trucks dispatched after 8 p.m.
3-38P I-Venetian - bUrnIs. - Newly -decorated.
by two-way radii. Call collect
Examination
Mayfield. Phone 433. If no answer
CROSSWORD PUZZLE' /Se se,. to 'glistering.'•
Comer
collect
za
T
- at 4th
- & Main
Acnotia
11- end of
phone TU 3-8361.
TIollit li.
et Ali T Sin IS
TFC
including all x-rays
•
eneruy
a:lal!:G
A gt
ilA
ti e 4
1,- t,IiNi 1/.
I-Adhesive
9-1"ro;.het
METAL MONOGRAMS. PERFECT
Mrs. Mary Burkeen
'lobotomy
nil kin*
Wells
1310
Blvd.
11-Conse••ra t•
hod v
personalizing luggage, cases,
aril_.../ES PREr'a
for
l -Thin elle,
at the
11 -rnmoort
L:
BL 0,C la_
Pre-Easter Budget Priced Permanent .... $5.50
books. etc. Self adhearing, non12-Cantle to
memo of
heel over
.A
how,
PRATTLffR
rusting. Sticks on almos, anything.
14 -Conitnictioe
13-!dory recent
March 11 through March 28
_ .
It,.
16- Plc., fur two
See at Ledger and Times Office
Rc
.1 ,i_P_
--.
Ela OBIT
measure
In- • ie•eree
Supplies.
3-19NC
17 - Man •
IRAQ
21- Kt r,14.•sn
', 5 MA N (2'
Evenings by Appointment
Ph. PL 3-1229
MeV name
tit. I,
gliA4ifE
i
15- Poem
22- .1 rra flat In
20-Form
f,&is
MONEY-SAVING OP,
ORTUNITY
,
2:•• • 'rind of
klBREl
to
try
Spencer Foundations and
tune
Sit Pi
.41
, mci1EIPA
16-Italses
2T -Jet f•irth
Brat designed individually for you.
2'..1-Jowish Sigh
211-Symbol for
Introductory offer on two
tellurium
Went••
21- Stir ni at
RTI Mtn t
fabric:a March 1 to April 30 Mrs.
40.1kari-ler
62-Wl.sei (nick
frnm cover
32- Awl mpliko
IN BUD AND BLOOM
81 -4.11••inical
54- II. , • I -.belied
Christine Taber', Phone PLaza
31 -One who
erustaraan •
covip..Und
fruit
trans earns
ScOre
2
I
h
44-iiiri•• name
3-2580.
57-i'ronoun
3-20C
23- I'oiieenisa
U.
61.00 per
47,..T I hi. long
55- Sen hir
telanio
.
St-National
(P•r got
Aurora, Kentucky
'hart
17
4 - I'
(abbr.)
ree on
song
26 - Paired
U- Musical
SPRING SPECIAL. 1 SINGER
49- Mood
00.Symhol fee
Instrument
SC-Wine nut
nr,,irrym
i
y
rill
him
:utoniatic, only $199.50. 1 used
Ind.
No appointment
FLAT-TINT
article
console 669.50.. 2 used portables,
lo 7 I 9 10
-2 3 4 5
47-Collect
',AT Wall 1iN1541
$25.00. 4 treadles. $5 ea. Singer
45-Pairs
necessary
45-Doll on eye
1-3
St-wing Machine RepresentaUve.
You have so many
48 -Member of
refreshing colors to
I Bill Adams. PLaza 3-1757 or PLaza
ancient
500
iS
Canine
choose from! Goes, on
Hours
3-5480, 201 Sc'uth 13th, Murray.
relielouo
so easily -economical,
order
22
31
21
19.
70
TFC
gallon
One
does
an
too.
SO- Neel't lye
•..
ti -Nor.,' Nod
average room. Dries in
10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
27
76
25
28
24
Si. Principal
90 minutes with no
55-comooe.
paint odor.
. . 11
tiolni
32
29
Monday, Wednesday,
56- Antitoxin..
'49-ot neither
34
35
33
sea
}.••
Thursday, and Friday
A MASTER MYSTERY
Si 11
.
7
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40 41
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PROONLITE

y FOR SALE

NOT/CE

FIRE SALE
Antiques and Gifts

wanting!
.xcitingly
oe styles.
n of your

PAGE SEVEN
ENTER SILK

Silk coats bring black nto The
sping picture, with silk and worsted m.xtures, silk ottoman and
iout4
weaves.

Now being made free from sin and become
servants of God, ye have your fruit unto holiness, and the end everlasting life.

CORN AND TOBACCO LAND
For Rent. Over two acres tobacco
base. 70 acres corn land. Phone
PE 3-3246,
3-17P

perfection.

/.17.4401.6*WW/1.1/4
,
/

rius. Opportunities

WAN'l

ligh School Night!
Paris

The Pioneer House

195

After School Trip

riTANTED to RENT'

FEMALE 7-IEI,P

1

FREE

.

EASTER SPECIAL

Marys_Beouty-Shop

VIIIMMt_PLa

SCOTT DRUG CO.

4,

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"

2 te75.g- R

St

PANSIES

BRING SPRING INTO YOUR HOME
with

doz.

Kurfees

,ShirleyNolgorist
elialir

W peruses

30

BY STIOLIMILIffir ELLIN as siwars stairsar. amiss mews ammo'kr
ins riewns sreessle

CHAPTER 30
I "It's too early in the morning
'once talked to me &hint tl-._
TliF: EFFECT on Ralph
for tills sort of thing Murray
man, and I'd like to 'heck i.n•
I i.ngen of the page from Wy
it
lingen Sala calmly and with 'Well.'
saw
Harii..e:sr doubtkoff's records left nothing to be out ni-king • motion
to fret r.im fully
that's wrist you want - '
desired.
When ne °pence the selt, waited anti.
nana was
Megan
was
at
the nreakra•:
door to Murray Kirk he looked in
Sur told me 'nothing table with
renwv"
her mother. When sic
robe and slippers like a man in but lite chdn t nave
to. You see saw Murray she
smiled wanly.
the pink. a man ready to go ten even though she may
,
despise- Art- 'Hello Murray."
rlunds with a tough righter. But old for carrying on
with that girl
"Hello. Megan.- said Murrry.
when. nentnii the closed door ot -even though she's
already given missed you whets I
carne an. How
Ms study the paper nod been laid rum back ma ring
because oh that are things going 9"
Ott his desk and
she's mond ro him ny a kind of
explained to nim
"Oh.
all
right I guess.figure by figure he molted weary iiiyalty that
transcends personal
-Megan," said Murray, -woti!'.1
add beaten. a man whc tuts Iwo emotions stanetimos
She feels ne's you do me a favor!"
gone ,en rounds with a fighter not guilty .21
the crime ne's
"Oh, yes."
SiiO v.as a little ton
tough. He , chargers with ano it's that feel"Well. there's • man-Charles
said. "It doesn't leave much of
shift.
being
loyal
to
a "1111
And the Pirozy -ant) I dunk
you .ince
care fcr Arnold Lundeen,
does I only thing that cow° changc It spoke to me about
him.
It?"
Do you
would be hip own eonfeasion of
remember that
guilt. Now can you see what
"No. It doesn't," Murray said.
Megan looked blank
"No I
been trying to fight don't"
1-iarlin3en pursed nis lips 'Still. you've
If loam/so cans this record into against
"you don't recall the name a:
-But it doesn't make sense! I've
evidence he'll nave to nave Wy•
nil!"
• kott testify as to 0.5 authenti
pros en the case against him •
She shook her head
city
"No. I
And if Wykoft decides to he about dozen different ways!"
don't. Murray Oh. yea, I do He
It. you yourself wouid nave to
'You've proven nothing
was
on
televisio
n
"
tesYou
Lily as to now you got possessi
"On television? What would he
on started oft with a rank bias, and
Of it. Would
do you've let it influence you
be doing on television? He's an
right
that"
along
You ye nought whatever accountant."
Was 'Old you, as iong as it was
Megan looked up at the ceiling.
evidence
against Arnold. Miller, her eyes glazing over
"But how can you avoid tang
It was
Schrade.
Wykoft -anyone who obviously her method of bringing
It? It seems to me-"
stood agapst Arnow was auto- memory Into play
"Ile wen on
Murray shook nis head slowly
matically 'on your side. Anything television," she said remotely and
"I'm not giving this to Lo
you could lay your rands on. then turned to Murray her eves
he said. "I never intended to. Why
every statement Made to you, this now glowing with reeollect
ion.
should I when ne's got his case
paper right net's wasn't material -Only he wssn't elactly en
"
F won without it 7"
it:
to be put to the test and analyzed they were ?silting about him ReHarlingen caught the meaning objectively. but •
weapon to ne member after we got done ii:rel,
:
h•
of that at once. "Yot. mean, you used against
'
Arnold.
And the mg Private-Eye Brannigan
hat
are giving It to me aa final proot 'saddest
part is that you've rssen rewseariter came on"
e sid
of Arnold's guilt. is .hat It? It's I going around
with the smug as (diaries Pirozy was killed ir Sri
my cue to go to Loglenteo
entrance that you re on the side of accident He woo a nit•rtin driver make a deal as soon as posel We." the angels.
Whet's the mallet Ylurriiy?
You're proving to
"Yen," said Murray, "that'
Ruth that you re a better man It us right isn't it
lph) are you
It's ray impression that you•re than Arnold is,
kinc Ilke that
You re outline
working for Lundeen Dec.*use I another crooked
cor in nis ware
file on Lundech wits 'oldyoil re sure of his innocence No
What the Dell min you don't renlv ripen retire nun everytiing
that votive got prom of Ms guilt even make a goo°
it whiring down on aim like
cynic' You
• I want to see what you'll do about reek with self•righteousness!"
the deck of Card, whirling T. m-rt
, Murray felt the neat tit temper in Alice to end net dream
A
"You were ready to quit the
roaring up to him He fought whole deck ot Darns 811 lokers.
case,Murray." Harlingen said
:arming
out before aim while ne
against it nesting it down "A re '
pointedly "What made you than
ga you talking
•or for stared at It wide-reveu and won.
your mind"
listing.
He saw the Hariingens
Ruth!"
"You don't have to be coy about
"I'm talking tor Arnold Ion .rateh.ne him with bewilderment.
It," Murray said. "1 want Ruth
deen." Harlingen said. "He hap. rhey near' no din it waa so inVincent to see this piece of paper.
side himself anri to end it
pens to be my client"
he nad
I want ner to know once and for
"All right. then I want Ruth to I tn move °lir wriv or the °the?
all the kind of grafter and hat
-Ralph." he said. '1 think we've
speak for herself I want net to
Arnold Lundeen is After that, I'D
broken the case wide open Don't
Sic thli piece of paper and
then
consider thi account settled "
tell Ruth anything about it .Vet.
tell me what she thinks."
• "No. You won't.
After that,
"That can be arranged I'll have Dern't tell net anything about the
you'll beat your avid against the
talk
we had I've got to run now,
comr here this evening"
wall trying to get Ruth out of her
"That's nice of you' Murray but I'll keep in touch with you.
your mind, and you won't be able
Just sit tight"
to. That's hew you feel about said. He leaned forward and
The last thing he heard as he
pointed to the signature at the
Ruth. Murray, and we both know
bottom of the paper on the desk. went through the door was MeIt. But I told you that night that
. e grit something else I wanted gan's voice raised in baffled query
you were going about It the wrong '1'
to ask you. That aceountrinths to her parents.
way. All you've been Crying to
"But what did I say?" she
Dime there-do you recognize
do is tear down Arnold blot him
askcd.
it ?"
from sight And all you've manHarlingen studied It. "No. Am I
--aged to do as tar as Ruth is consupposed to?"
Flushing a murderer into
.
ccrned la tier yourself down."
"Probably not. Is Megan out 01 open eld can he a danerroni
Murray's hand shot out and
her room vet, do you think?
I'd game if ono don" .4 now the
cniight the collar of Harlingen's
like to atilt her about It."
r
Siuirrui y discos era
de
robe almost dragging the man
NI
"Megan? Why Megan?"
Stanley elllo's
from his seat. "Did she tell you
-1 don't keirne f''11 I !
s
,4, Tystt•ry continues on
DM': Is she so
feeling I can't get over that she
Monday.
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MANY S6tUIRTS, SIR ?

MUCH
GAS IT
TAKES

HOW
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. 0:-; THOSE SMALL
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by R....burn Van Runs.,

SO TAINCT LIIABNERY-IT'S

NO SENSE CORRECTIN'

GAT G ARSON,PUBLIC ENE M'i
NUMBER ONE,HIS D-DOUBLE1
AAAH GOSSIP ITEM WRECKED A
INNERCENT MAN'S ligmE!!

IT, THOUGH?"-IT'D JEST
CONFOCIZE MAH
READERS AN'IAAKE
A SAP OUTA
!-F

WE'RE
DEPORTING
lOU
TO `/OUR

HOME

IT DOESN'T SAY 1
"--

ROME,GEORGIA!!
IT JUST Ws ROMEAND THAT'S WHERE
YOU'RE. GOING!!

TOWN-

ROME .!!

/T
.,A•

5.

S-17

UV ABNERAIN'T IT (C;i40DPER) ABOUT TIME
stop TURN THE SLOB OFF', MR.
' URWAY-

KeEP CP.ANKING, EDDIE- THIS'LL
A WHOLE
TuNN FRIGHTENED HALF TO DEATH

Bk16- GLUES!
GLUS..
1,
0

MAKE CINEMA HISTORY;
ETY

A HARMLESS MESS
OF BAKING POWDER

AND SOAP

/rap, 1959*

Iwo.* 1,./t

MUST eE HAVIN' ONE 0' MY
DIZZY SPELLS AGAIN-- GOT
THE QUEEREST NOTION THIS
SHACK IS MOCKIN' UP
AN' DOWN;
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LE1DGER & TM= — MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Fresh And Prett% Is Spring
Theme Of Lingerie Fashions

Evening
Show NewCostumes
Drama

-

Tnteresting 'enlors aril prints and •matcd or waltz and full lc.
a:a
forninale trims help to make lin- '
though they usually have
genie look very fresh and pretty r.bbon bens midriffs and piping
th
spring.
at the natural waistline.
.
..e.ot.rneverywhere. ,
New
linneaie
enlora
include
'Floral aer•.- rts ar.? embroidered on ...sabre shades of reds and yellows
pastel 5se5. peagnoira and sleep- ,
;rid brown orchid.
wear. ,•
"taaa'rry mints team
with ..1: - rriaa:ziag
colors for
a new 1- -'• ,1 -sleep sets.
Theo • na'nts
aharacterzed
by a al -. "atein irsrired by
Or:ent- 1 watercolor; or English
readers.
"Is are brs•-•ht and bold.
Othesornetones with an epales-cent
c ff act
Thy in ^'u
OVerb:OW"
blassr ma. space nra-s over pigmert vaaao term
,
- sew! scattered
fruits in flat ,black outlined tech-- Classic styling. brought up-e.
qoc All are effective designs date through the use of miterestto: dusters, on glazed or plain per- .:°g fabrics and colors, marks
sportswear this spring. Amor,.
eales or cetton •aatina
Embossed cottons -and flocked the most popular of the classa
and printed nylon sheers f r is the -separate' shirtwaist, cure robes make use of such new 2o,-ed of a matching blouse are
ideas as allover lace effects and skirt_ patterns that suggest Swiss apMany outfits center around verplique.
siatile jackets, frem waist to hipBaby doll pajamas- appear in bone length, with easy Chanelflowery conans with lacy accents influeneed lines. soft collars and.
Joining fashion's
j1,1. lit it :Lats shoo more height for
raring trapeze skirts stem from often. dauble - breasted detailing
crowns This tall stepa_lasatie is designed of sea coral milan straw,
high waistli,nes and bustiine bor- and dolman sleeve treatments.
with a matching organza band. For added charm, there's a giant
ders in gathers tiers or bias cut They appear in a wide rinse of
rose. fashioned from sv:.irls of milan and organdy. The
hat is
styles Th. y are often topped by fabrics including pique, linen and
by John Frederics.
very sIr rt coats.
Prey octal prints. and may be
Bust. .'es Continue to., be accen- worn over skirts. pants and dresses.
As en alternat:ve to classics,
the modified empire line has been
adapted t8 casual fashions through
oet•cal illuaions that suggest the
silhouette with. ut actually indenta under the bosum. High tabs.
,
ane and yoke interest ,are the aa
Letratrr coati.,and jackets come i silky suedes, they're
... •
designed to I
a. -f 'devices
.
I
kn for a big share of fashion
, go fashionably 'round the clock.
Spotlight Klooses
coverage th,s aerire.
In. keeping with the more femiThe importance of both casual
Bloom
s, a
•a
sr 're
a nine look in spring fashion, suede
su.ts and skirt-and-jacket combin- hose of
.•. - r: --; and 'eather earments are styled with
-e
Handbags.. which for the past aeons has focused a lot of at- styles. in bath smooth grain-s
and 'oft, fluid lines and are simply
several seasons have had the 'pro- t - mior on blouses
There are
detailed.
,portions of small suitcases, go both no-show and fill-in necklines
Copts.
instance,
for
feature
many see bows and draped scarf
ladylike this epring.
wider collars that are sometimes
Srnauth
leathees
are
softer. 'red:Merits, cummerbund and self
gritty draped out to the shoulder
grassed leathers are finer, suedes 'Pelt effacts and railed waistline
line- Sleeves are deepset for freeare silkier-azd dimensions have .
•
dom :f movement and, except an
Overblouses
dwindled to meet the ladylike
in
waist-length.
4
praperaions of -the feminine. -more hipbone length and in-or-out types' Youngsters' shoes for spring are sporty styles, rockets are flat and
rhare
potadarity
fitted silhouette.
with
tuck -in lighter looking, slimmer and more diaeret.
One ea the most popular new styles Both overblouses and blou- flexible Toes, through gently tap-. Ultra feminine and fashionable
handbag fashic:ns is the oblong aens are often co:rdinated withl ered. follow the contour of the are the coats and jackets detailed
In give the effect of the higharrioath and flat with soft gather- skirts, pants and shorts.
1foot. tot fit and comfort.
rising waistline. This is done by
Colors range from vivid to
ing at the toplinc closing to eve
Ultra-soft • leathers, of the type
raornieeir- without bulk.' white. with delieate tone-on-tones used in baby shoes, are prominent- stitehed seams, tucking, deep-set
yokes, either in front or in back.
aoking especially new Prints in- ly featured, most often in
This hanabair ^onears in bath
var:a- and
higheplaced front pockets
smooth and suede leathers for clude hand-ecreeried and warp- tions of the oxford.
Other-slim carts are designed with
afttracar an' evening. in the - y pe silks
• Boys' -soft shoe" styles are
belts that can be worn at waist
new WI -to c:laas as well as tne
Swest.•• Look Two Ways
!simply designed with emphasis on
level or tied just below the bosom
Sweaters tend to be either very comfort. Equally comfortable,
off-whites aed darks.
The deflritely, 'porta styles we
The smooth
leather - handbag' tang or very short. At one ex- styles are dressed up with bright
-• •••1 .eiss laree patch pockets,
with /wirizontal length „and a treme is the loose eheanise sweat- cilors
and
dainty,
decorative
stitched lapels, box-pleated back •
gently- rounded contour and s:n- er around tweety-one inches In
.:-hrs at the toe or vamp.
nove"y button sinsIfl• 'nos hardle WiriS spr.ng pop- contras: are short jackets and bal- , Slant little pump" and strap -f•eats
ularity. especially for daytime. eros reaching just to the midaiff. . rhaes appear in
leathers that
"o"r' is one of the main fashAtrong the new fabr.cs are a range from ice-cream colors to
wear
For
casual or sports wear. Vi!der:thim-e-ver range af, ragged br ght reds, blues and greens. i-n points in leather garments
hr ndbi-s bee tr.e more cammo- bends and wash-and-wear types. . Pumps are low-cut with -built- •hia' mein, Just name the colarlious but still retain a feminine, Old favorites have been fancaed in" ornaments at the vamp or del- ' it's yours' The new vivid pinks
and blues and yellows are popup. each as terry decorated with .:cate cut-outs.
aposaranec
floxineS, Is .T11313ced with soft- gold thread' and -hot" plaids in 0 Swivel straps and T-straps are ular. along with the pale. pale
off-white and beige.
ened contours. gathered effects off-beet iridescent colorings
Iseen in dressy styles and also.tones such as
The pale hues are made practianS e
roion bases
Most afPrints include native Paoks, ab- 'In bubble and saddle-type shoes
fashionable by the
fective in Unely gra.ned textures , stases and lots if stripes
that go feminine with lightweight cal as well es
easy cleaning of leather. Wiping
In neutrals. the* casual bap,
leather soles.
_
ii
show iuttle nrnsmentat.on except .
The square toe which has been with rild cometc1; or just
it 711- -loth is naggeeted
in shiny metal hardware or novpopular
so
men's
in
shoes
is
here
COSTI'ME IDEAS
elty closures.
Pretty version of the costume for spring in boys' shoes Shown
suit has a print blouse with the in both smooth and brushed leathKNITS OF NOTE
new
wider collar, which also ers. the square-toed shoe is seen
Knitted e et ins, wca.lens .. wors- serves a; ,the collar of the suit. in slipon. oxford and moccasin
teds and bends are popular in Other suits are ready for day styles.
Moccasin styling, generally, is
fancy husky or smaoth giontinental or evening roles Alta. asoollete
Ka-waisted sheath styling prefavored, with new variat.ons in
stitches.
eat r. overblouses
closed seams, flat seams and fine- dominates in maternity fashion
this spring. giving fabric interest
ly stitched patterns.
and color first importance Textured fabrics appear by day, while
chiffon and printect silks and wool
challis are liked for dressier outfits
Checks and solids are often
Bets, sacked Lot year by the combined; sometimes in such offaernise. are back - and in pret- beat combinations as orange and
' er shape than ever
lavender. Other interesting color
Gently contoured or straight combinations, appearing in prints
'he majority of belts meant to be and plaids. include orange and
sarn at the waist - not empire turquoise and
burgundy, black
'
- are alien. To compliment and navy. Neutral basis may be
he "lifted look." belts take on • alternated with brilliant reds, hot
:oh effect in soft, crushed leather pinks willow greens, coral and
ai be worn wide and high above gold
• 'le waistline.
High waistlines appear in the
For dressy wear belts are sim- form of drawstring tea, front or
: ly designed and, most often, or- central panel ties and bands, bol• amentation is merely a pleating ero effects and fringed ties or
.r a scalloping of the leather bows. Mix and match separates,
tunic tops and blouson silhouettes
For casual wear there are all are all popular
,,rts of einus,ng "hobby" belts
Among other favored styles are
-• ade
f glove-soft leather and one piece triangular shirt-dresses.
anamented with :ports car in- high waisted side-wraps
and ho-.vats. foreign coins, sports symewes softly gathered or smocked
oals and other items.
above the buetline.
lie
'4

New Outfits
Often Focus
On Jackets

c

eft

Leather Carments Join The
Trend To Feminine Look

Smaller Size . :•
Softer Shapes

I

at a w°4

Sheath Styles Lead
For Maternity Garb

SUITS &

by

S1995

patent
and mesh
p on a comfortable
pu.mheel
walking

That lat.i.itsa

/ft it
t6e1

MO.

DRESSES

Tffiaely brings you new triumphs
in Cotton Knit fabrics. Dress-up
fashions that give your wardrobe
a real lift. Easy to wear, and so
easy to care for!

by

Aka*

Town & Country

and

JUNIOR St ITS
15
by
Jo Collins
and
Petti
Jewelry
by Eisenberg

•

Sizes 5 to

qtirre

..1....
-;;.41111101
.
0monik

40'

11
/
4
. Hand Bags
and
Gloves 1

Johnnye Jr. styles a
sophisticated sheath of
.
..-,intouch rayon linen - adds
dramatic elegance with the
petal nnd lace edging that
underscores the bodice.
Completely washable
in White, Blue Heaven
or Blosscm Pink;
sizes 5 to 15.

RICHELIEU
PEARLS
•

The Finest in

LINGERIE

'
4111
.
11VIIIIPPIPOWIPIPIE111

Children's
Easter

TS

One Rack

SHADOW LINE and
EASTtRN ISLES

Children's Easter

Slips, Gowns, Pajamas and

DRESSES

Saucy rollers, charming cloches,
lacy brims with peelt-a-boo crowns,
or dainty sissy sailors with matching bags.

•

Sizes 2 to 12

Regularly $4.98 to $14.98

Easter

A delectable hand-picked collection of hats to tempt the most
fashion minded young mks.

the new Sleepcoats

Special!

•

$329 to $998

Be Sure To Visit Our
NEW

.. cool
-

and comfortable!... in a

h•er,
Comp etely fiex .,le
toe-free fit. America $ out/blaming
shoe value.
er!eina are new leather accessories, belts
7-- or a loin 'd
hobby motifs; colorful Launder,n`oves; is'e!le • liandbags in a straus leather: purse acresoric.
new colors, and an elegant week -end case in ostrich, . Belts by Calderon and Dame. handbag by Greta,
(NOS b) Weinaierger. purae accessories bar St. Thomaa
and Band

LADIES', JUNIORS' and CHILDREN'S

CHILDRENS

DEPARTMENT

EASTER DRESSES

Newly Remodeled and Decorated

by

Second Floor at The Cherry's

Facho, 1111{th Original, Voila
and

Baichtin

in novel

Adams Shoe Store

4Itreet; ovkrnight case by Shortrip.

,. •

555 ,,.&- "

•
-

a4

•

•

by

v

Sh -er
cc.;ifori
crr -1
tco

4
10

0
Brilliant colors, interesting textures distinguish spring shoes.
Left, scarlet suede pump, trimmed with bow-knots of gold kid.
By Levine. Center, unusual strap detailing on a pump in vivid
sea coral, trimmed with black patent. By Palizzio. Right, willow
green pump in lightly-grained leather, wlith self-leather bow detailing. By Customcraft.

Peknitghpl

Belts Are Back
In Prettier Shape-

ic-,Ata-L-7(;__-_-

imrairdi,itteot

Ladies' Cotton Knit

Lighter Look Seen
In Children'
s New
Soft Spring Shoes

•

Boys' Clothes Have
'Well-Tailored Air

Some of the most exciting coat
For little boys, sprung heralds
ani dress costumes of the spring the arrival of young
suits and coseason are those intended for ordinates with
a custom-tailored
evening wear,
look. The toddler crowd's Eton
They take into spring such opu-!suits often take to
double-breasted
lent fabrics as moire or lame, as styling, while such
highlights as
wall as chiffon and other silks. cording across jacket
yokes or
Rich colors, prints and embroi- suspenders edged
in contrasting
deries and much feminine flat- colors add interest
to other outtery of style make them dramaticaAlly
New clothes for boys in the ten
favored
beautluil silhouette for the
to twelve age group, especially,
dresses combines wide, shapely
interpret the well-dressed look in
I necklines with fitted bodices and
terms of the same styling Dad
:belled, bubble or harem skirts.
likes. Jackets, whether two, threeLovely alternative is the softly
or four-button models, are trim
long dress.
and slender, and so are trousers.
Companion coat* are either wide
and sweeping or, to accompany' Checks and stripes are
sports
slim dresses, a slim column. Neck- jacket favorites. Red continues
lines offer the spring fashion popular, and white contrasted with
I choice of a big, big collar or no black, brown or navy looks new
1
collar at all.
and fresh.

•

t
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Peaches and Cream.

